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Republican presidential candidate Rick Santorum met with a community member during the 2011 Iowa Straw Poll on Aug. 13 at Hilton Coliseum. Minnesota Rep. Michele Bachmann won the Iowa Straw Poll with 4,823 votes. Texas Rep. Ron Paul came in second with 4,671 votes. Former Minnesota Gov. Tim Pawlenty came in third but abandoned his bid for the GOP presidential nomination the day after the Iowa Straw Poll. The poll was just the start of a long campaign process for Republicans.

Supporters petitioned for their preferred candidates on Aug. 13 outside Hilton Coliseum before voting began at the 2011 Iowa Straw Poll.

Mary Kate Winnicki, left, freshman in child, adult and family services, and Sarah Vander Laan, freshman in animal science, learned the Iowa State fight song on Aug. 18 in Hilton Coliseum at the Destination Iowa State Kick-Off. During the Kick-Off, students learned many of the traditional cheers for ISU events.

Incoming students packed inside Hilton Coliseum for the Destination Iowa State Kick-Off event on Aug. 18. The incoming freshman class for fall 2011 was the largest class recorded in ISU history.

The Move-In Crew volunteers helped fellow students move into Wilson Hall on Aug. 17. Iowa State welcomed a record-breaking 29,887 total students in fall 2011, an increase of 1,205 from the previous year. The number of students doubled over an eight-year period, with some students moving into the residence hall’s dens.

The record-breaking number of students in the fall 2011 incoming freshman class flooded residence halls with boxes upon boxes of belongings. Even with the overflow, most students were able to move into a standard dorm room.

STRAW POLL | MOVE-IN 2011
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Fans scrambled into Fighting Burrito on Sept. 23 for the chance to hear folk band Rockets of Desire perform. The performance kicked off the Maximum Ames Music Festival, a three-day event that took place mainly in Campustown and along Main Street and showcased both national and local talent.
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With his '80s inspired mixes, DJ Kinky Kyro formed a audience on Sept. 23 at Capone’s in Campustown. Kyro was followed by other acts involved with Bootytronic and the Maximum Ames Music Festival.
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Wide receiver Darius Reynolds, No. 7, celebrated a touchdown against Iowa on Sept. 10 at Jack Trice Stadium. Reynolds finished the game with 85 yards receiving and two touchdowns. Iowa State beat Iowa 44-41 in triple overtime, with running back James White winning the game with a 4-yard touchdown run.
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Iowa State’s marching band waited for the UI band to finish before taking the field during the Iowa - Iowa State game.
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ISU quarterback Steele Jantz rushed past Iowa defense during the Sept. 10 game at Jack Trice Stadium. Jantz threw 279 yards in the game to help the Cyclones defeat the Hawkeyes.
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Students lit candles to commemorate 9/11 during the Ceremony for 9/11 on Sept. 11, 2011, on Central Campus. The ceremony marked the 10th anniversary of the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Centers in New York City.
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Students spoke at the Ceremony for 9/11 about what theyremembered from 10 years ago. A moment of silence and candlelight vigil followed the students’ memories.
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Two lights, representing the twin towers, lit up from the two sides of the Campanile. The Ceremony for 9/11 was on Sept. 11, 2011, on Central Campus.
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Two lights, representing the twin towers, were lit up on the Campanile. The Ceremony for 9/11 was on Sept. 11, 2011, on Central Campus.
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Students in candles to commemorate 9/11 during the Ceremony for 9/11 on Sept. 11, 2011, on Central Campus. The ceremony marked the 10th anniversary of the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Centers in New York City.
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Students spoke at the Ceremony for 9/11 about what they remember from 10 years ago. A moment of silence and candlelight vigil followed the students’ memories.
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Students in candles to commemorate 9/11 during the Ceremony for 9/11 on Sept. 11, 2011, on Central Campus. The ceremony marked the 10th anniversary of the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Centers in New York City.
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Students spoke at the Ceremony for 9/11 about what they remember from 10 years ago. A moment of silence and candlelight vigil followed the students’ memories.
Through the transition of university presidents.

In 2011, Iowa State University announced the appointment of Steven Leath as the university’s 15th president. It was announced in September that Steven Leath, hauling from the University of North Carolina system, had been named ISU president the next day on Sept. 27. Before becoming the president of Iowa State, Leath was the vice president for research and sponsored programs for the University of North Carolina system.

Leath, who took office Feb. 1, was elected unanimously by the Board of Regents as the university’s 15th president. It was announced in September that Steven Leath, hauling from the University of North Carolina system, had been named ISU president the next day on Sept. 27. Before becoming the president of Iowa State, Leath was the vice president for research and sponsored programs for the University of North Carolina system.
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The crowd reacted fanatically to Lupe Fiasco during his Oct. 5 concert at Hilton Coliseum. The concert was organized by the Student Union Board.

Kathleen Gillon sat in front of Parks Library to protest her concerns. Gillon was working on her third degree but still paying off her first degree she earned 10 years ago. Gillon said she was pleased to see the number of students, faculty and staff supporting the Occupy ISU initiative.

Demonstrators moved from Parks Library to Central Campus during the Occupy ISU movement. The protesters gathered Oct. 13 to voice their concerns about the economy, especially school debt and financial issues due to job loss. The Occupy movement first began in New York City with Occupy Wall Street on Sept. 17 and spread nationwide in weeks.

Outside hitter Hannah Willms went up for a spike during the first set against Missouri on Sept. 21. Willms contributed 11 kills and 13 points to help the Cyclones defeat the Tigers in three sets.
ISU athletics gets national attention

Memorable moments make a successful year

By Jeremiah Davis

The 2011-2012 year for ISU sports unrolled into a success for the student-athletes, coaches, athletic department, facilities equipment for its athletic department has come of age under Fred [Hoiberg]. It was a monumental year for the athletic department and the students. The 2011-2012 year for ISU sports will forever be known as the year of the upset.

Pollard chuckled briefly when asked the biggest moment to capture this year, saying there was no question about it. “I think it was the win against Nebraska and the upset in the NCAA Tournament for the sixth ISU program to advance to the Final Four.”

Pollard said it was the year the student-athletes and coaches turned into a team. “I think it was the year that Pollard mentioned that the ISU fans got to see a monumental upset unfold in Jack Trice Stadium on Nov. 18. In the game, Iowa State defeated Oklahoma State 37-31 in double overtime. Prior to the game, Iowa State had never beaten a top-five team. The game’s outcome raised Iowa State’s chances of playing in the BCS National Championship and put the national spotlight on Iowa State.

The OSU win may have been the biggest, but a second achievement in a season full of them. In addition to that win, the ISU sports saw milestones and wins that made Pollard mention those as the biggest and most memorable moments — perhaps in the history of ISU sports.

The volleyball team returned to the NCAA Tournament for the sixth time in five years, the men’s basketball team reached the Elite Eight for the second time in five years, the women’s basketball team returned to the NCAA Tournament for the sixth straight season, the wrestling team returned to the NCAA Tournament for the third straight season, and the women’s cross-country team returned to the NCAA Championships.

The 2011-2012 year for ISU athletics was marked by success at every level, again leading the way in wrestling, football, volleyball, basketball, cross-country, and track and field. ISU sports saw milestones and wins that made Pollard mention those as the biggest and most memorable moments — perhaps in the history of ISU sports.

Pollard mentioned that success is clearly one of the best years of ISU sports history. The athletic director said that success is the biggest and most memorable moment — perhaps in the history of ISU sports.

Pollard mentioned that success is the biggest and most memorable moment — perhaps in the history of ISU sports.

Pollard mentioned that success is the biggest and most memorable moment — perhaps in the history of ISU sports.

Pollard mentioned that success is the biggest and most memorable moment — perhaps in the history of ISU sports.
ISU coach Paul Rhoads talked with coaches via headset during the New Era Pinstripe Bowl on Dec. 30 at Yankee Stadium in Bronx, N.Y. The Cyclones fell 27-13 to Rutgers after taking a 6-0 lead early in the game. The Cyclones finished their season with an overall record of 6-7 and a Big 12 record of 3-6.

ISU coach Paul Rhoads cheered on his team as they came back to the sidelines during the Pinstripe Bowl on Dec. 30 at Yankee Stadium.

ISU cornerback Leonard Johnson defended a pass to Rutgers receiver Brandon Coleman in the first half of the Pinstripe Bowl on Dec. 30 at Yankee Stadium. The incomplete pass led to a short down, which the Scarlet Knights would eventually score on a one-yard touchdown from Jawan Jamison, that would put them up 7-6.

ISU head coach Greg Schiano celebrated after his team defeated Iowa State in the Pinstripe Bowl on Dec. 30 at Yankee Stadium in Bronx, N.Y. Rutgers head coach Greg Schiano celebrated after his team defeated Iowa State in the Pinstripe Bowl on Dec. 30 at Yankee Stadium. The Cyclones fell to the Scarlet Knights with a final score of 27-13.

Former Pennsylvania Sen. Rick Santorum, Republican presidential candidate, thanked his family and supporters during his Iowa caucuses after-party on Jan. 3 at Stoney Creek Inn in Johnston, Iowa. Santorum thanked supporters by saying that former Pennsylvania Sen. Rick Santorum had won by eight votes. However, Iowa GOP announced two weeks later that Santorum had actually lost the caucuses by 20 votes.

Jenna Miller, left, and Stephen Kuster, both of Ames, consulted a map of Ames voting precincts in order to determine which caucus to attend on Jan. 3 at Ames Middle School. Typical Iowa Caucus attendees arrive at their caucus site prepared to vote. A transit map of the Ames voting precincts was available to voters and included stopping points for each polling place. Voters then proceeded to the proper precinct to register and receive their ballots. After the ballots were completed, voters turned in their ballots to an official who counted the votes and announced the results.

Bruce Getz, a 7-year-old from Urbandale, Iowa, held up a Rick Santorum sign while waiting for the presidential hopeful to show up at his caucus party on Jan. 3 in Des Moines.
RECORDS | ACHIEVEMENTS

The final announcement for money raised at Dance Marathon, which was on Jan. 21, in the Great Hall of the Memorial Union. Dance Marathon celebrated 15 years at Iowa State and was able to raise $380,742.15, a new record.
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The ISU men’s basketball team took on the University of Kansas on Jan. 28 at Hilton Coliseum. The Cyclones beat the Jayhawks with a final score of 72-64.
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Guard Scott Christopherson drove the ball around his Kansas opponent during the game against the Jayhawks. Christopherson was third in scoring. He had a total of 14 points with four rebounds.
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Guard Chris Babb guarded his Kansas opponent as the ball came back into play during the game against the Jayhawks. Babb scored seven points and had three rebounds during the game.
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Members of Cyclone Alley cheered during the game against Kansas on Jan. 28 at Hilton Coliseum. The Cyclones beat No. 5 Kansas 72-64.
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Lisa Rueschhoff, senior in materials engineering, posed for a photo with Nobel Prize winner Dan Shechtman. Shechtman received the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for his work in quasicrystals.
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The final announcement for money raised at Dance Marathon, which was on Jan. 21, in the Great Hall of the Memorial Union. Dance Marathon celebrated 15 years at Iowa State and was able to raise $380,742.15, a new record.

The ISU men's basketball team took on the University of Kansas on Jan. 28 at Hilton Coliseum. The Cyclones beat the Jayhawks with a final score of 72-64.

ISU professor Dan Shechtman spoke during a news conference on Feb. 14 at the Technical and Administrative Services Facility. Shechtman received the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in February, during the fourth annual 15 Hour Show at The Space for Ames. Fifty bands played sets of varying length through the course of 15 hours.

Ames, lead vocalist and guitarist for Longshadowmen, closed his set with the Black Gold Brass Band during the 15 Hour Show on Feb. 4 at The Space for Ames. Fifty bands played sets of varying length through the course of 15 hours.

The entertainment side of campus has plenty to be proud of. From local music to theater, Ames is making its mark in the entertainment world.

Local music groups and national touring bands were booked for back-to-back gigs, and groups performed sets from a length of five to 90 minutes. The shows were used as a fundraiser for the Space, and the band “Iowa” made the Space part of their tour. “I ask bands to provide a good show, and if they do previous Ames09 interviews.” The Ames entertainment scenes also included a large music marathons, complete with different challenges. In March, the 46th annual Kaleidoquiz included a large, campus-wide trivia challenge. The space included 26 hours of scavenger hunts and games and included 26 hours of scavenger hunts and games, including trivia questions as teams competed to earn points by winning various games. Ames also marked an important month in the entertainment world. The 30th juried Fashion Production of a Play” by the Kennedy Center’s Musical Theater, Ames is making its mark in the entertainment world.

In several areas, ranging from local music and design and production, also received a $5,000 award for the summer and after this year, campus has plenty to be proud of as well. But the entertainment side of campus has plenty to be proud of as well. But the entertainment side of campus has plenty to be proud of as well. But the entertainment side of campus has plenty to be proud of as well. But the entertainment side of campus has plenty to be proud of as well. But the entertainment side of campus has plenty to be proud of as well. But the entertainment side of campus has plenty to be proud of as well. But the entertainment side of campus has plenty to be proud of as well. But the entertainment side of campus has plenty to be proud of as well. But the entertainment side of campus has plenty to be proud of as well. But the entertainment side of campus has plenty to be proud of as well. But the entertainment side of campus has plenty to be proud of as well. But the entertainment side of campus has plenty to be proud of as well. But the entertainment side of campus has plenty to be proud of as well. But the entertainment side of campus has plenty to be proud of as well. But the entertainment side of campus has plenty to be proud of as well. But the entertainment side of campus has plenty to be proud of as well. But the entertainment side of campus has plenty to be proud of as well. But the entertainment side of campus has plenty to be proud of as well. But the entertainment side of campus has plenty to be proud of as well. But the entertainment side of campus has plenty to be proud of as well. But the entertainment side of campus has plenty to be proud of as well. But the entertainment side of campus has plenty to be proud of as wel.
Iowa State defeated ninth-ranked Baylor 80-72 on senior night, March 3, at Hilton Coliseum. Fans stormed the court for the second time during the 2011-12 season after the win against Baylor.

U.S. Vice President Joe Biden visited Iowa State and gave a speech on March 1 in the Howe Hall Atrium. Biden talked about solving economic problems and bringing manufacturing jobs back to America, and took time to answer audience members’ questions as part of the speech.

Student radio station KURE 88.5 held its 46th year of Kaleidoquiz, a 26-hour trivia contest, on March 2 and 3 across campus. From dressing teammates up for a “human dog show” to taking rides around Ames on a local scavenger hunt, KQ participants went to extreme measures in order to secure enough points to beat out the competition. Ultimately “Cloudy With a Chance of Chloroform” of Starbuck house won the 26-hour-long event with 7,966 points.

Nikki Cavan, senior in accounting and psychology, was able to attend and participate in discussions about student diversity and racism at a rally against racial controversies at Iowa State. Many students as well as some professors and alumni shared personal stories of racism they have encountered and answered the rally’s written questions, which published in the “Just Sayin’” section of the Daily that referred to a word that could be a term for a ground squirrel or a racial slur.

Many students as well as some professors discussed their personal stories of racism they have encountered and answered the rally’s written questions, which were published in the “Just Sayin’” section of the Daily that referred to a word that could be a term for a ground squirrel or a racial slur.
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U.S. Vice President Joe Biden visited Iowa State and gave a speech on March 1 in the Howe Hall Atrium. Biden talked about solving economic problems and bringing manufacturing jobs back to America, and took time to answer audience members’ questions as part of the speech.
ISU guard Bubu Palo drove the ball toward the basket in Iowa State’s matchup with No. 1 and overall top-seeded Kentucky in the third round of the NCAA tournament on March 17 in Louisville, Ky. Palo scored four points and added a rebound off the bench for the Cyclones, but the Cyclones ultimately fell 87-71 to the Wildcats.
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ISU guard Chris Babb drove past Connecticut guard Jeremy Lamb during the second half of Iowa State’s 77-64 win over the Huskies. Babb scored only two points, but stifled Lamb defensively much of the night.
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ISU guard Scott Christopherson went up for a shot during the first half of Iowa State’s 87-71 loss to Kentucky on Saturday, March 17, in Louisville, Ky. The Cyclones fell to the Wildcats in the third round of NCAA tournament play.
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ISU coach Fred Hoiberg shouted at officials after receiving a technical foul during the second half of his team’s 87-71 loss to Kentucky on Saturday, March 17 in Louisville, Ky. The Cyclones fell to the Wildcats in the third round of NCAA tournament play.
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ISU guard Chris Allen tried to drive around Kentucky guard Darius Miller during the first half of Iowa State’s 87-71 loss to Kentucky on Saturday, March 17 in Louisville, Ky. The Cyclones fell to the Wildcats in the third round of NCAA tournament play.
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Fans stormed the court after the March 3 victory against No. 9 Baylor. Royce White and the Cyclones were the center of attention with their 80-72 victory at Hilton Coliseum.
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Forward Royce White went for a dunk during the first half of the Feb. 11 game against Texas A&M. White scored five points and had 10 rebounds during the 69-46 victory against the Aggies.
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Fred Hoiberg and forward Royce White reacted to a foul called against White during the first half of the Iowa State-Missouri game at Hilton Coliseum.
GREEK WEEK | FAHSION CHIC

Mike Callisto, from Ranch Foods Direct in Colorado Springs, Co., protested before the discussion titled “The Truth: Lean Finely Textured Beef” hosted by ISU Block and Bridle Club on April 10 outside of Farm Bureau Pavilion. Gov. Terry Branstad was among the speakers addressing the latest “pink slime” beef issue.
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U.S. Rep. Steve King, Iowa Lt. Gov. Kim Reynolds and Gov. Terry Branstad attended the discussion titled “The Truth: Lean Finely Textured Beef” hosted by ISU Block and Bridle Club on April 10, at Farm Bureau Pavilion. They all wore shirts from the ISU Block and Bridle Club, indicating they were supporting Iowa agriculture.
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Carleigh Rose and Annihka Murray, seniors in apparel merchandising, design and production, won the best of show for their dress “Bric-a-brac Bouquet,” seen here, during The Fashion Show, which was held on April 14 at Stephens Auditorium.
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Sixty-five models wore garments created by 60 designers at The Fashion Show, the largest student-run show in the United States.
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The Fashion Show presented 130 garments created by ISU students. The garments included skirts, dresses and shorts.
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CASH + BUCKS for BOOKS to SPEND

Sell your used books at UBS, get cash plus buyback bucks to spend towards purchases in the store.

Rental books must be returned no later than Wednesday, May 9th by 5 pm. Rental returns can be taken to any buyback location.

ID REQUIRED

STORE BUYBACK HOURS:
April 26 7:45 am - 6 pm
April 27 7:45 am - 5 pm
April 28 9 am - 6 pm
April 29 12 pm - 4 pm
April 30-May 3 7:45 am - 6 pm
May 4 7:45 am - 5 pm
May 5 9 am - 4 pm
May 6 12 pm - 4 pm
May 7-8 7:45 am - 5 pm

ADDITIONAL LOCATIONS:
May 1-3 noon-7:00 pm
UDCC (Room 136)
Maple Willow Laroch Cammara
Frederickson Center
Parks Library

U.S. STATE BOOK UNIVERSITY
www.iusbksstore.com
Mon.-Thurs. 8 am-5 pm
Fri. 8 am-4 pm
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Allison Sheets, freshman in speech communication, and Taylor Richardson, freshman in apparel, merchandising and design, pose out of Lake Loveno on March 31 following their turn in Greek Week’s Polar Plunge.
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Allison Sheets, freshman in speech communication, and Taylor Richardson, freshman in apparel, merchandising and design, pose out of Lake Loveno on March 31 following their turn in Greek Week’s Polar Plunge.
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Jacob Ertz, left, junior in marketing, and Lucas Ledger, senior in mechanical engineering, led the role call dance set to the tune of “Sexy and I Know It” by LMFAO and handheld an American Gnome during the Greek Week kickoff event.
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U.S. Rep. Steve King, Iowa Lt. Gov. Kim Reynolds and Gov. Terry Branstad attended the discussion titled “The Truth: Lean Finely Textured Beef” hosted by ISU Block and Bridle Club on April 10, at Farm Bureau Pavilion. They all wore shirts from the ISU Block and Bridle Club, indicating they were supporting Iowa agriculture.
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Carleigh Rose and Annihka Murray, seniors in apparel merchandising, design and production, won the best of show for their dress “Bric-a-brac Bouquet,” seen here, during The Fashion Show, which was held on April 14 at Stephens Auditorium.
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The Fashion Show presented 130 garments created by ISU students. The garments included skirts, dresses and shorts.
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Carleigh Rose and Annihka Murray, seniors in apparel merchandising, design and production, won the best of show for their dress “Bric-a-brac Bouquet,” seen here, during The Fashion Show, which was held on April 14 at Stephens Auditorium.
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Sixty-five models wore garments created by 60 designers at The Fashion Show, the largest student-run show in the United States.
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The Fashion Show presented 130 garments created by ISU students. The garments included skirts, dresses and shorts.
LSU Dome, right, was filled for local band Bombardier, looked to Tommy Hoffman, bassist, Bombardier, and the members of the Electric Touch for the Live @ Veishea stage on April 20 at the Molecular Biology Building parking lot for Live @ Veishea.

LEFT: Members of the Live @ Veishea audience cheered as New Boyz and Hot Chelle Rae performed on the stage on April 20 at the Molecular Biology Building parking lot.

The Iowa State Daily is hiring newspaper carriers for Fall 2012-Spring 2013 academic year.

The Iowa State Daily is hiring newspaper carriers for Fall 2012-Spring 2013 academic year.

Call Deb at 515.292.5050.

For rent

Campustown Living

Red Estate Service Group

Lincoln Park

Southwest

2823 West Street

3 BR / 1 BATH

$525 • Pet Friendly

WALK TO CLASS!

GREAT MONEY!

The Iowa State Daily is hiring newspaper carriers for Fall 2012-Spring 2013 academic year.

Less than 2 hours a day!

Monday thru Friday a.m. delivery

Email: aforbes@iastate.edu
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FALL RENTAL SPECIALS
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**Daily Horoscope**

**Taurus (April 20-May 20)**

Today is a 9 — Stay in control. You can manage both your time and your finances. Don't spend more money than you have. Your energy is directed toward avoiding problems. You may be tight now. Focus on your personal affairs. Try to carry out your responsibilities. Be careful not to rush into actions that may not be appropriate.

**Gemini (May 21-June 21)**

Today is an 8 — Money moves. You present a solid case with well-documented facts by credible sources. Today is a good day for you. Use your energy in the right direction. Your best success will probably come from your friends and from your personal affairs. Your income will be more favorable now. You can handle all the work that comes at you today. Keep to the highest standards. It makes a difference. Be careful not to rush into actions that may not be appropriate.

**Cancer (June 22-July 22)**

Today is an 8 — You're in the right place at the right time. A benefactor appears on the scene. Explore every lead. Keep your energy directed toward avoiding problems. Your income will be better. Keep to the highest standards. It makes a difference. Be careful not to rush into actions that may not be appropriate.

**Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)**

Today is a 7 — You're in the right place at the right time. A benefactor appears on the scene. You can handle all the work that comes at you today. Keep to the highest standards. It makes a difference. Be careful not to rush into actions that may not be appropriate.

**Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)**

Today is an 8 — You're in the right place at the right time. A benefactor appears on the scene. You can handle all the work that comes at you today. Keep to the highest standards. It makes a difference. Be careful not to rush into actions that may not be appropriate.

**Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)**

Today is an 8 — You're in the right place at the right time. A benefactor appears on the scene. You can handle all the work that comes at you today. Keep to the highest standards. It makes a difference. Be careful not to rush into actions that may not be appropriate.

**Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)**

Today is a 7 — You're in the right place at the right time. A benefactor appears on the scene. You can handle all the work that comes at you today. Keep to the highest standards. It makes a difference. Be careful not to rush into actions that may not be appropriate.

**Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)**

Today is an 8 — You're in the right place at the right time. A benefactor appears on the scene. You can handle all the work that comes at you today. Keep to the highest standards. It makes a difference. Be careful not to rush into actions that may not be appropriate.

**Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)**

Today is a 7 — You're in the right place at the right time. A benefactor appears on the scene. You can handle all the work that comes at you today. Keep to the highest standards. It makes a difference. Be careful not to rush into actions that may not be appropriate.

**Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)**

Today is a 8 — You're in the right place at the right time. A benefactor appears on the scene. You can handle all the work that comes at you today. Keep to the highest standards. It makes a difference. Be careful not to rush into actions that may not be appropriate.

**Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)**

Today is an 8 — You're in the right place at the right time. A benefactor appears on the scene. You can handle all the work that comes at you today. Keep to the highest standards. It makes a difference. Be careful not to rush into actions that may not be appropriate.
Wow, we don’t often get them like THIS in the Midwest!...which is why these girls are from Texas. Raths! Lezlie Alcaraz, Stacey Dansby, Michael Petersen, Shaina Alizadeh, Taylor Cannon and Ashley Cooper - Owner of Five 1 Fifth.

Alex Davis, Kelechi Osemele and Alexa Barkley - Showing K.O. some love for VEISHEA at CY’s Roost.

Style props to you, sir! Nightlife is digging the style of Ter’Ran Benton - Rockin’ the mic at CY’S Roost.

Is that the lead singer of Offspring?  Nope  - it’s just Peter Kessel, looking pretty fly for a white guy at Paddy’s with Katie Jensen, Johnna Bonnell, and Michelle Graeve.

Sun Drop? Girls, don’t you know it’s VEISHEA!? Tia Mays, Amber Haritos, Shayla McDougal, and Jessica Avant stick to a good old fashioned caffeine buzz.

Darnell Murph Williams and Nightlife photographer, Christine DeCoudreaux – it’s a rough job but someone’s got to do it! P .S. Liking like a boy band whose poster this captioner would definitely hang on her bedroom wall! – with Joey Bessard, Noah Wilke, Anthony Adkins, Colin Bolhous, and Chris Kelley at Cafe’ Mood.

One pitcher, two pitcher, three pitcher, FLOOR! - with Dan Feekes, Shannon Judas, Brittany McPadden, Kavana Seemann, Jordan Olsen, and Slavynn Roxenbaum at Cy’s Roost.

Remember before Axe body spray there were the “Bod” cologne advertisements? Well we’re pretty sure this was the cast, and indeed we do ‘want their bod’!  With Twon Moore, Rashawn Parker, James Smith, and Carlos Brown - Former football players at Lost & Found.

As my grandmother says, “Beauty is pain” – just look at those heels! You GO Jessica Vong and Emily Evans.

Quality 7! sunflower seeds and a facade are just Schumann’s and Aardvark’s front man – representing the “sunny” look at Outlaws.

While there’s price is decent as ever in a $5 basketball game photo. Nightlife clicked this good looking male drummer to open up the page moments. L to R: Jacob Schauer, Tim Blomberg, Tanner Skirvin, Alex Thaddeus, Kendall Hanger, Casey Belfi, Chantry Lowery, Patricia Royse, and Sara - (not of Outlaws).

Missing only a shotgun and a lasso are Josh Schwickerath and Marshall Wernimont - Holdin’ the “country” look at Outlaws.

While their pose is about as creative as a JV baseball team photo, Nightlife decided this good looking, rising drummer is open to the page moments. L to R: Brittany Judas, Joann Judas, Jordan Judas, and Jamie Judas - (not of Outlaws).